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Task
 

Step By Step (What to do)
 

How To Achieve Success For This
Piece of Learning?

Extension Literacy/
Numeracy

Create an
information
leaflet about
rivers.

Research your chosen river.
Identify where it is, what the environment
is like around it.
Are there any attractions built on the river
banks? River cruises?
Create a brochure to inform people about
your chosen river.

Produce an information leaflet. Could you create a model of your river? Using correct key words
and terminology.

Create some
mathematical
problems linked
to our topic.

What is our topic?
Are you going to be writing addition,
subtraction, multiplication or division
problems? Or a mixture of more than
one?
Does your problem have more than 1
step? E.g. I travelled 354 miles through
Africa during my first week of my holiday
and 136 miles in the second week. 63 miles
were by boat. The rest I travelled by car.
How far did I travel on land?

Create your own multistep problems for
someone else to answer- remember to
calculate the answers yourself too.

Can you check your answers by using the
inverse operation?

Using correct key words
and terminology. Writing
problems that are plausible
and are in context. Using
mathematical skills to write
and solve problems.

In RE we are
learning about
festivals. Can you
write about a
festival that you
have been to?

Research festivals and why they occur.
Why did you go to the festival? What were
you celebrating?
Did you dress up?
Did you have special food?
Did you enjoy it?

Create a PowerPoint to share information
about your festival.
Create an advert to advertise your festival.
Write a story, diary or newspaper report
about the festival.

Find pictures, videos or music about your
festival to share.

Writing in full sentences.
Considering the targeted
audience and writing
appropriately.



Music

Get ready to

take your empty

milk carton and

turn it into a

percussion

instrument!

https://www.inspire-works.co.uk/junk-percuss
ion-arts-award-project

This is a free, exciting project that you

can complete at your own pace, with the

help of the online instructors. 

The instructor will guide you through

making and creating junk percussion

instruments using everyday household

objects to create a Brazilian samba reggae,

a junk funk piece and an atmospheric

soundscape!

The project is made up of several short

videos and questions that you can complete

at your own pace, either all in one go, or

spread out over days or weeks.

Join in with the videos to learn how to play

the music on your junk percussion

instruments and achieve your Arts Award

Discover qualification when you complete the

project!

.

Maths- All children have an account on the MyMaths website- www.mymaths.co.uk. This allows children to complete tasks online. Tasks related to what we are currently working on in class,

will be set each Friday and will be due in by the following Friday. There are also additional games and activities that you are able to access on the website.

https://www.inspire-works.co.uk/junk-percussion-arts-award-project
https://www.inspire-works.co.uk/junk-percussion-arts-award-project
http://www.mymaths.co.uk


Spellings- Each week, there will be a quiz for the children to complete; this could be individually, in pairs or groups. This will be a way of testing their knowledge and application of rules they
have learnt in spelling lessons; sentences will be dictated and children will work in pairs to write the correct spelling. The list of common exception words will also be sent home for year 3/4
as well as the spellings for the half term.


